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By examining the realisation of the adjective in Gothic against the original Greek, this paper 
explores the borderline between literalness and idiomaticity in the Gothic translation of 
the Bible. As a general rule, the Gothic translation follows the linearity of the Greek model 
very closely. Occasionally, however, Gothic strays from the Greek, the most typical types 
of deviation being concerned with the use of different grammatical material, function and 
word order. Where Gothic innovates elements unattested in the original or deviates in word 
order, it likely asserts its native properties. It is argued that, as a whole, the Gothic text 
presents in itself a mixture of truly idiomatic and marginally acceptable language.
INTRODUCTION
It has become a well-worn cliché, whenever a discussion of Gothic syntax is attempted, 
that the Gothic text follows its Greek original so closely1 that hardly anything can 
be said about the native structure of Gothic. Thus, Bennett (1980, 127) writes with 
reference to the language of the Gothic Bible and the Skeireins: “Both documents, in 
fact, contain so many Greek syntactic features that they are all but useless for the study 
of Germanic syntax.” In contrast, Peeters (1985, 76–77) concludes that the Gothic 
translation is fully idiomatic and presents in itself “a priceless tool for the historical 
and comparative study of any other Germanic language”. His thinking is predicated 
 *BNHSBUFGVMUP%(BSZ.JMMFSGPSGFFECBDLBOEIFMQGVMBEWJDFXJUIUIJTQBQFSɨFVTVBMEJTDMBJ-
mers apply.
1 Literalness was a defining characteristic of all early Bible translations (Nida 1964, 12; Falluomini 
2015, 66). The normative nature of biblical texts, which had a claim to divine authority, demanded 
literalness as a way to preserve the word of God and guard it from heterodoxy (Šarčević 1997, 25). The 
Gothic translation aiming at a word-for-word rendering of the Greek—even if it sometimes came at 
the expense of grammatical correctness or smoothness of phrasing—was therefore no exception.
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on the notion that, where the Gothic translation closely follows the Greek model, this 
is due to the two languages being structurally comparable; any mutually irreproducible 
aspects of the text were carefully considered and addressed by the Gothic translator, 
resulting in Gothic deviating from the Greek. This way, Peeters deems Gothic to be 
entirely idiomatic in both its allegiance to and deviation from the Greek.
Much research on Gothic grammar, especially syntax, has been based on explor-
ing the evidence of Gothic deviations from the Greek model (and pre-Vulgate Latin 
translations of the Bible) or identifying the properties of Gothic that are independent 
of the Greek—for an overview of the basic differences between Greek and Gothic, with 
many references to further literature, see Falluomini (2015, 66–91); Miller (2018) of-
fers the most up-to-date and linguistically comprehensive discussion. Recognising the 
incompatibility of the above approaches, in what follows I operate on the assumption 
that even the most literal translation cannot be performed without some regard for the 
structural requirements of the target language. In an effort to test this assumption, I 
give a descriptive account of the structural linear resemblances and differences between 
Greek and Gothic, with a focus on the realisation of the Gothic adjective.
GOTHIC DEVIATIONS FROM THE SOURCE TEXT(S)
Prior to addressing the actual data, a word must be accorded to the directionality of 
linguistic comparison conducted in this paper as well as the comparative sources used. 
Since this research represents a component of a larger project on Gothic adjectives, the 
point of departure in this discussion is Gothic material. The investigation is based on 
a corpus of 2,056 examples of adjective tokens from the Gothic Bible, collected on the 
basis of Snædal’s (2005) Concordance. In an effort to distil from the corpus of evidence 
instances of Gothic that might showcase its authentic linguistic properties, care has 
been taken to compare the Gothic not merely with the Byzantine Greek Bible, which 
served as the basis for the Gothic translation, but also the Alexandrian text and the 
pre-Vulgate Latin translation (“Vetus Latina”), whose elements the Gothic text is also 
known to contain (for details, see Falluomini 2015, 92–129).2
2 The Gothic citations are taken from Streitberg (2000). The Byzantine citations follow the Majority 
Text edition of Robinson and Pierpont (2005), used as the primary comparator; the secondary 
comparator was the Critical Text of Nestle et al. (2012). For the pre-Vulgate Latin translations I 
consulted Jülicher (1963–1976) as well as the online Vetus Latina Database (VLD). Where a pre-
Vulgate witness was lacking, the Vulgate (Weber & Gryson 1994) was consulted instead.
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For the purposes of this investigation, only those deviations that have an imme-
diate impact on the adjective or its relations within the clause have been considered as 
relevant. It is impossible to name every kind of deviation, as a detailed classification 
may go down to individual examples. As a result, the classification given here covers the 
most typical patterns. At the most general level of description, Gothic deviates from 
the source text(s) in material, function and word order.
(I) Differences in material
Deviations in this class encompass every instance of adjective use in Gothic that does 
not correspond to an adjective in Greek. This difference in lexical class may or may not 
concatenate with differences in syntactic functions or relations.
(i) No functional/relational change
The examples in this group represent lexeme-to-lexeme correspondences that share a 
sameness of syntactic function while being rendered by an element of a different lexical 
class. The following kinds of correspondence are typical.
Participle → Adjective
(1) a. Greek
parastēsai  ta  sōmata 
present.AOR  the.N.PL.ACC  bodies(N).PL.ACC
humōn  [thusian zōsan]
you.PL.GEN sacrifice.F.SG.ACC living|PTC|.F.SG.ACC 
‘(That you) present your bodies as a living sacrifice’ (Romans 12:1)
b. Gothic
usgiban leika   izwara 
present.INF  body(N).PL.ACC your.N.PL.ACC
[saud    qiwana]
sacrifice(M).SG.ACC  living|ADJ|.M.SG.ACC
‘(That you) present your bodies as a living sacrifice’ (Romans 12:1)
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Noun → Adjective
(2) a. Greek
egō  gar eimi  presbutēs
I for am old.man|NOUN|(M).SG.NOM
‘For I am an old man’ (Luke 1:18)
b. Gothic
ik  raihtis  im     sineigs
I  for/however am old|ADJ|.M.SG.NOM
‘For I am old’ (Luke 1:18)
Pronoun → Adjective
(3) a.  Greek
kata  tōn  toioutōn ouk  estin nomos
against the.N.PL.GEN  such|PRON|.N.PL.GEN NEG is  law(M).SG.NOM
‘Against such (things) there is no law’ (Galatians 5:23)
b. Gothic
wiþra  þo swaleika  nist  witoþ
against  the.N.PL.ACC suchlike|ADJ|.N.PL.ACC NEG.is law(N).SG.NOM
‘Against such (things) there is no law’ (Galatians 5:23)
Examples (1)–(3) illustrate three ways in which Gothic innovates adjectives by 
substituting them for words belonging to other lexical classes in the Greek, with no 
functional changes being invoked. In (1) the Greek present participle of the verb zaō 
‘live’ and the Gothic adjective qius ‘living, alive’ are postnominal attributes; in (2) the 
relevant Greek and Gothic elements are both copula complements; in (3) the relevant 
Greek and Gothic elements are both complements of the preposition ‘against’. The 
Gothic innovations in the above examples are only of trivial interest, however, as they 
merely illustrate that identical semantic concepts can be distributed across the lexicons 
of different languages in different ways—i.e. an adjective of one language need not be 
realised by an adjective in another, and so on. What is more important, however, is 
that all these innovations occur without any changes in the syntax, as the relative linear 
ordering of all the key elements in the translation remains the same.
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(ii) Change in function/relations
Similar to the above examples, deviations in this class encompass instances of adjective 
use in Gothic that do not correspond to adjectives in the Greek. However, unlike 
(i), where the syntactic function of the adjective in Gothic coincides with that of the 
corresponding element in the Greek, here the change in word class concatenates with 
differences in the syntactic function of the elements and, consequently, their relations 
with other elements in the clause. The following are the most typical types of rendering.
Verb/Participle → Adjective + Verb
(4) a. Greek
ha prepei 
what.N.PL.ACC  be.fitting.PRS.ACT.SG  
tē  hugiainousē didaskalia
the.F.SG.DAT sound|PTC|.F.SG.DAT teaching(F ).SG.DAT
‘The things that are fitting for sound doctrine’ (Titus 2:1)
b. Gothic
þatei  [gadof ist] 
what.N.SG.ACC  suitable|ADJ|.N.SG.NOM  is
þizai hailon laiseinai
that.F.SG.DAT  sound|ADJ|.F.SG.DAT.WK  teaching(F ).SG.DAT
‘The things that are fitting for sound doctrine’ (Titus 2:1)
(5) a. Greek
to  mustērion to apokekrummenon
the.N.SG.ACC secret(N).SG.ACC the.N.SG.ACC hide|PTC|.PFV.PAS.N.SG.ACC
apo    tōn                 aiōnōn             kai   apo     tōn  geneōn
from the.M.PL.GEN  eon(M).PL.GEN and from the.F.PL.GEN generation(F) .PL .GEN 
‘The secret which has been hidden from ages and from generations’ (Colossians 1:26)
b. Gothic
runa sei [gafulgina was] 
secret(F ).SG.ACC which.F.SG.NOM hidden|ADJ|.F.SG.NOM was
fram  aiwam  jah  fram  aldim
from age(M).PL.DAT  and  from  generation(F ).PL.DAT
‘The secret which has been hidden from ages and from generations’ (Colossians 1:26)
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As examples (4) and (5) illustrate, Gothic replaces what is a single verb or 
participle in Greek with an adjective and a copular verb, the adjectives being assigned 
the function of predicate complements to the copulae. Example (5) is particularly 
interesting, as in it Gothic innovates a relative clause where Greek has a postnominal 
attribute. Although renderings with the opposite ordering of the adjective and verb are 
also attested, the pattern illustrated in (5), with the verb following the adjective, is by 
far the most common one. This type of deviation is valuable, as it illustrates a tendency 
for verbs to appear clause-finally in Gothic.3 In the Latin version, example (4) matches 
the Greek, which suggests that the copula is a Gothic innovation; the Latin version of 
(5) has absconditum fuit lit. ‘hidden was’, which leaves open the possibility that the 
Gothic copula in this verse is not original.
Noun → Adjective (+ Noun)
(6) a.  Greek
ēgapēsan gar tēn doxan  tōn  
love.AOR.ACT.3PL for  the.F.SG.ACC  glory(F.)SG.ACC  the.M.PL.GEN
anthrōpōn
human|NOUN|(M).PL.GEN
‘For they loved the glory of men’ (John 12:43)
b. Gothic
frijodedun auk mais  hauhein manniska
love.PST.PL for more  glory(F ).SG.ACC human|ADJ|.F.SG.ACC
‘For they loved human glory’ (John 12:43)
(7) a.  Greek
ei  gar su […]  para phusin
if for you beside nature(F ).SG.ACC
kallielaionenekentristhēs     eis  
graft.AOR.PAS.2SG   into good.olive.tree(F ).SG.ACC
‘For if, contrary to nature, you were grafted into a good olive tree’ (Romans 11:24)
3 Similarly, Cebulla (1910, 3) and Pollak (1964, 33ff.) show that the auxiliary tends to follow the verb 
in Gothic periphrastic structures. Pagliarulo (2006: 441) concludes with reference to the syntax of 
predicative participles in Gothic that, in 60 cases out of 62, Greek synthetic mediopassive perfect 
forms are rendered in Gothic by participles followed by the copula; in only two instances is the oppo-
site order observed. For a discussion of Gothic verbs and auxiliaries, see Miller (2018, §11.13).
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b. Gothic
jabai  auk þu […] aljakuns wisands
if  for you foreign/unnatural.M.SG.NOM be|PTC.PRS|.M.SG.NOM
warstintrusgans        in
graft.in|PTC.PST|.M.SG.NOM become.PST.SG into
[godana alewabagm]
good.M.SG.ACC olive.tree(M).SG.ACC
‘For if you, being of a foreign kind, were grafted into a good olive tree’ (Romans
11:24)
(8) a.  Greek 
dia  to  mē  echein  [bathos gēs]
because  the.N.SG.ACC  NEG  have.PRS.ACT depth(N).SG.ACC earth(F ).SG.GEN
‘Because it had no depth of earth’ (Mark 4:5)
b. Gothic
in þizei  ni habaida [diupaizos  airþos]
because NEG  have.PST.SG deep.F.SG.GEN earth(F ).SG.GEN
‘Because it had no deep earth’ (Mark 4:5)
What examples (6)–(8) share is that in them the Gothic adjective translates a 
noun or an element of a noun in the Greek; in each case, the change in lexical class 
is accompanied by the assignment of a new syntactic function. Thus, in (6) the Greek 
possessive noun phrase turns into a postnominal attributive adjective in Gothic. In (7) 
Gothic spells out a Greek compound, in which the element kalli- represents the adjective 
‘good’ that modifies the head element elaia ‘olive tree’. The point is, however, that in 
Gothic the attributive relationship is effected at the level of the phrase, with the adjective 
being assigned the relevant morphosyntactic features through agreement. Example (8) 
represents a paraphrase realised through a change of lexical class and syntactic function. 
Unlike (6), in which the Greek genitive noun is the source of the Gothic adjective, in (8) 
the source of the Gothic adjective is the head of the Greek noun phrase, and the Greek 
possessive genitive becomes the head of the Gothic noun phrase. What is important is that 
all these changes are effected without compromising the relative ordering of the elements.
In the pre-Vulgate Latin version (as well as the Vulgate), example (6) reads gloriam 
hominum ‘glory of men’, and (8) reads altitudinem terrae ‘depth of earth’. The changes 
in Gothic cannot therefore be ascribed to Latin influence in these verses. The Latin 
version of (7) matches Gothic in its departure from the Greek model: in bonam olivam 
‘into a good olive’. This, however, does not necessarily mean that the change in Gothic 
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is inauthentic, as neither Gothic nor Latin appear to have had a compound to match 
the Greek one. Thus, to spell out the Greek compound as a noun with an attributive 
modifier was the only available solution in both languages.
Adjective → Adjective + Noun
(9) a.  Greek
pasa  graphē  theopneustos
all/every.F.SG.NOM  scripture(F ).SG.NOM  God-breathed/spirited|ADJ|.F.SG.NOM
‘All scripture is inspired by God’ (2 Timothy 3:16)
b. Gothic
all  boko [gudiskaizos ahmateinais]
all/every.N.SG.NOM  scripture(F ).PL.GEN  divine.F.SG.GEN  inspiration(F ).SG.GEN
‘All of scripture is of divine inspiration’ (2 Timothy 3:16)
In example (9), Gothic translates a Greek predicative adjective by means of 
a noun phrase involving an attributive adjective. As a whole, however, the Gothic 
noun phrase is also predicative. Whereas the Gothic translation spells out the Greek 
compound (theo- ‘God’ and pneustos ‘inspired’), neither the lexical class affiliation nor 
the functions of the components coincide between Greek and Gothic. Similar to the 
previously discussed deviations, the changes in Gothic are realised within the same 
slot assigned to the adjective in the Greek, and the ordering of the elements in the 
Gothic noun phrase matches that in the Greek compound. In the Latin version, the 
Greek compound is translated as divinitus inspirata ‘divinely|ADV| inspired|PTC|’, which 
indicates that the Gothic version is authentic. As with (7), the Greek compound being 
rendered with two words is dictated by the internal constraints of Gothic and Latin 
independently of each other.
Adverb → Adjective
(10) a.  Greek
all  ho  esōthen  anakainoutai
but the.M.SG.NOM  from.within|ADV| renew.PAS.SG
‘Yet the one inside is renewed’ (2 Corinthians 4:16)
Intended meaning: ‘Yet the inward man is renewed’
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b. Gothic
aiþþau sa  innuma  ananiujada
but  the.M.SG.NOM  innermost|ADJ|.M.SG.NOM  renew.PAS.SG
‘Yet the innermost one is renewed’ (2 Corinthians 4:16)
In this example, the Greek adverb esōthen is rendered by means of a (substantivised) 
adjective in Gothic, which is assigned all the relevant morphosyntactic features and, in 
conjunction with the definite article, performs the role of the subject of the clause. As 
before, no changes in the syntax have occurred. Although there is some disagreement 
between different pre-Vulgate witnesses, at least one version matches the Gothic in its 
use of an adjective: sed interior renovatur lit. ‘but internal is renewed’.
Composite structure → Adjective
(11) a.  Greek
tēn  autēn  agapēn echontes 
the.F.SG.ACC  same.F.SG.ACC  love(F ).SG.ACC  have|PTC.PRS|.M.PL.NOM
sumpsuchoi                      to  hen phronountes
together.soul.M.PL.NOM the.N.SG.ACC one.N.SG.ACC   think|PTC.PRS|.M.PL.NOM 
‘Having the same love, joined in soul, thinking the same thing’ (Philippians 2:2) 
Intended meaning: ‘Having the same love, being of one accord, of one mind’
b. Gothic
þo  samon  friaþwa  habandans,
the.F.SG.ACC  same.F.SG.ACC  love(F ).SG.ACC  have|PTC.PRS|.M.PL.NOM
samasaiwalai,  samafraþjai
of.same.soul.M.PL.NOM  of.same.mind|ADJ|.M.PL.NOM
‘Having the same love, (being) of the same soul, likeminded’ (Philippians 2:2)
In (11), a composite Greek structure is rendered by means of an adjective in 
Gothic. In particular, samafraþjis* ‘of the same mind’ is a compound predicative 
adjective that translates a Greek participle with a preposed direct object. Significantly, 
the Gothic compound incorporates in its structure the notional elements of the 
Greek composite: ‘one’ + ‘think’, where ‘one’ implies ‘the same’—hence Gothic 
sama- (however, cf. Miller 2018, §7.11). The Latin translation idipsum sentientes 
‘feeling/thinking that very same thing’ is unlike Gothic, and is structurally similar to 
the Greek version:  idipsum (< id ‘it/that’ + ipsum ‘self’) + sentientes ‘perceiving|PTC|’.
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The existence of more authentic sama- compounds in Gothic (samalauþs* ‘as 
much; equally great’, samaleiks* ‘agreeing together, consistent’) that do not calque the 
Greek would seem to suggest that they were an idiomatic means of expression. If this 
is correct, then the Gothic departure from the Greek in this verse is truly remarkable, 
as it speaks to the translator making a Gothic-centred decision in aligning two 
Gothic compounds in the interest of smoothness, rather than opting for 
BNPSFMJUFSBMSFOEFSJOHsamasaiwalai, þata samo fraþjandans lit. ‘of the same soul, 
thinking the same’ (cf. attested þata samo fraþjan ‘to be thinking the same’ in 
Romans 15:5, Philippians 2:2). However, since this rendering was effected within the 
same slot occupied by the Greek composite and did not compromise the linearity of 
the verse, the end justified the means.
(II) Lexical innovations
In a relatively small number of instances, Gothic innovates lexical material (as individual 
items or, sometimes, components of compound words) that does not exist in the Greek 
version.
(12) a. Greek
dia  to auton  pollakis pedais
through  the.N.SG.ACC  he.SG.ACC  often fetter(F ).PL.DAT
kai  halusesin dedesthai kai  diespasthai  hup  autou
and chain(F ).PL.DAT  bind.PFV.PAS and tear.apart.PFV.PAS  by  he.SG.GEN
tas  haluseis kai  tas  pedas suntetriphthai
the.F.PL.ACC  chain(F ).PL.ACC  and  the.F.PL.ACC  fetter(F ).PL.ACC  crush.PFV.PAS
‘Because he had often been bound with fetters and chains; and the chains had been 
torn apart by him, and the fetters crushed’ (Mark 5:4)
b. Gothic
unte  is  ufta  eisarnam  bi  fotuns gabuganaim
for he often iron|NOUN|(N).PL.DAT  by  foot(M).PL.ACC  bend|PTC.PAS|.N.PL.DAT
jah  [naudibandjom  eisarneinaim]  gabundans   was
and chain(F ).PL.DAT iron|ADJ|.F.PL.DAT  bind|PTC.PST|.M.SG.NOM was
jah  galausida  af  sis þos  naudibandjos
and  release.PST.SG  from  self.M.PL.DAT  the.F.PL.ACC  chain(F ).PL.ACC
jah  þo  ana  fotum eisarna gabrak
 and  the.N.PL.ACC  on  foot(M).PL.DAT  iron|NOUN|(N).PL.ACC  break.PST.SG
‘For he was often bound with irons bent around (his) feet and iron chains; and he
removed the chains from himself and broke the irons on (his) feet’ (Mark 5:4)
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(13) a.  Greek
hos            kata      prosōpon         men      tapeinos                en  humin
who.M.SG.NOM against  face(N).SG.ACC  indeed  humble.M.SG.NOM  in  you.PL 
‘Who am humble indeed in presence among you’ (2 Corinthians 10:1)
b. Gothic
ikei   ana andaugi raihtis [hauns im] in  izwis
I.REL on  face(N).SG.ACC indeed humble.M.SG.NOM  am  in  you.PL
‘Who am humble indeed in presence among you’ (2 Corinthians 10:1)
In (12), the Greek noun halusis ‘chain’ is matched by a composite structure of a noun 
and a postposed attributive adjective (dat.) naudibandjom eisarneinaim ‘iron chain’ (lit. 
‘iron constraining bond’) in Gothic, with the adjective being unattested in any Greek or 
Latin version. It is highly probable that this Gothic rendering (also attested in Mark 5:3)4 
represents an attempt at descriptive translation where the lexical resources of Gothic were 
insufficient. That this translation was ad hoc, and perhaps even somewhat awkward, also 
follows from the omission of the adjective eisarneina* upon second mention of ‘chains’ 
in the same verse: having clarified the sense of naudibandi* as a metal chain (rather than 
merely a bond or constraint), the adjective became superfluous in the anaphor, the one-
for-one rendering being syntactically more preferable.
Outside the interpolation of the adjective, Mark 5:4 showcases more interesting 
examples of descriptive translation. In particular, the two successive mentions of the 
noun pede ‘fetter’ receive complex descriptive renderings: (dat.) eisarnam bi fotuns 
gabuganaim ‘irons bent around feet’ and ana fotum eisarna ‘irons on feet’. Similar to 
the translation of Greek halusis ‘chain’, pede ‘fetter’ also appears to refer to a lexical gap 
in Gothic (so Falluomini 2015, 86).5 The first rendering is syntactically rather more 
4 In 2 Timothy 1:16 naudibandi* occurs on its own, without an attribute. In Luke 8:29, the Greek 
noun halusis ‘chain’ is rendered as eisarnabandi* ‘chain’ (lit. ‘iron bond’) in Gothic. There are 7 at-
testations of the noun bandi in the Gothic texts (Mark 7:35, Colossians 4:19, Luke 8:29, 2 Ti-
mothy 2:9, Philippians 1:14, 17, Philemon 13); in all cases it translates the Greek noun desmos 
‘bond’, with a broad contextual sense range of ‘bond, constraint, impediment, imprisonment’. 
Thus, on its own bandi evidently required specification when translating Greek halusis ‘chain’. 
However, it is clear that each of the above Gothic renderings of ‘chain’ was ad hoc and neither was 
therefore fully adequate.
5 It is possible that these lexical gaps represent cultural realia that refer to items unfamiliar to the 
Gothic people. Falluomini (2015, 86) points out that in Luke 8:29 (dat.) pedais ‘fetters’ is ren-
dered by means of the compound fotubandjom ‘foot bonds’. As a whole, the above incompatible 
differences in translation technique (compounds in Luke vs. periphrastic renderings in Mark) are 
suggestive of different translators at work on different parts of the Gothic text. On the possibility 
that multiple translators were involved in the Gothic Bible project, see Ratkus (2018).
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complex than the anaphoric second one. As with the translation of ‘chain’, having 
explained the precise reference of eisarni ‘irons’, the translator opts for a lighter, albeit 
internally (syntactically) more awkward, second rendering. The modification of the 
second rendering is additionally motivated by the need not to interfere with the linear 
OV sequence of eisarna gabrak ‘broke the irons’, which would otherwise have been 
disrupted and made the clause less intelligible.
In (13), the Greek predicative adjective taipeinos ‘humble’ is rendered in Gothic 
with the adjective hauns ‘humble, lowly’, but with the difference that Gothic inserts 
a copula (im ‘am’), which follows its adjective complement. Linguistically, the result 
is comparable to (5) above, which suggests a tendency of clause-final verb placement. 
However, although most Vetus Latina manuscripts match the Greek in having no 
copula, one Vetus manuscript (Cod. 77) and Jerome’s Vulgate attest humilis sum lit. 
‘humble am’. As a result, one cannot be fully confident that, in this instance, the 
inserted Gothic copula is an authentic Gothic-centred operation.6
(III) Word order
Although, as a general rule, Gothic tends to abide by the linearity of the Greek model, 
occasionally Gothic deviates from the Greek in the arrangement of elements at various 
levels of sentence structure. Compare examples (14) and (15).
(14) a. Greek
  kai  mē  lupeite
  and NEG  grieve.PRS.ACT.PL
[to  pneuma  to hagion]   
the.N.SG.ACC spirit(N).SG.ACC  the.N.SG.ACC  holy.N.SG.ACC
tou   theou
the.M.SG.GEN  god(M).SG.GEN
‘And grieve not the holy Spirit of God’ (Ephesians 4:30)
6 Although Gothic innovating syntactic material is a relatively infrequent type of deviation, there 
exist genuine instances of such deviations motivated by the translator’s desire to optimise the in-
telligibility of the translation. For example, in Philippians 3:8 Gothic inserts the quantifier allata 
‘all’ (unattested in either Greek or Latin) in an effort to clarify the reference of what in Greek is an 
object inferred from the previous clause—see discussion in Ratkus (2015, 276–278).
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b. Gothic
jah  ni  gaurjaiþ
and  NEG  grieve.OPT.PRS.PL
[þana  weihan ahman]   gudis
the.M.SG.ACC  holy.M.SG.ACC.WK  spirit(M).SG.ACC  god(M).SG.GEN
‘And grieve not the holy Spirit of God’ (Ephesians 4:30)
(15) a.  Greek
hē   gar sōmatikē  gumnasia
the.F.SG.NOM  for bodily.F.SG.NOM  exercise(F ).SG.NOM
pros oligon estin    ōphelimos                   hē
toward   few.M.SG.ACC   is         beneficial.M.SG.NOM  the.F.SG.NOM
de  eusebeia  pros panta [ōphelimos  estin]
yet piety(F ).SG.NOM  toward  all.N.PL.ACC  beneficial.M.SG.NOM is
‘For bodily exercise is of little benefit, but piety is beneficial in everything’ (1 Timothy 4:8)
b. Gothic
aþþan  leikeina  usþroþeins
but bodily.F.SG.NOM  exercise(F ).SG.NOM
du fawamma ist bruks
to few.N.SG.DAT is useful.F.SG.NOM
iþ  gagudei  du  allamma   [ist bruks]
yet piety(F ).SG.NOM to all.N.SG.DAT is  useful.F.SG.NOM
‘For bodily exercise is of little benefit, but piety is beneficial in everything’
(1 Timothy 4:8A)
Examples (14) and (15) illustrate two types of change in word order that are 
significant for the present description: the placement of an adjective with respect to 
its head noun and the placement of a copula with respect to its adjective complement. 
In either instance, however, the reason for the change in linearisation is unclear. In 
particular, example (14) shows that Gothic not only eliminates the Greek polydefinite 
structure (as is to be expected), but also places the adjective in pre-position to the 
noun. Latin influence cannot be implicated, as the Latin Vulgate attests a postnominal 
adjective (VLD has no Vetus witnesses): Spiritum Sanctum Dei lit. ‘Spirit Holy of God’. 
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It is possible, though unverifiable, however, that the change was internally motivated 
by the avoidance of stacking two postnominal modifiers, aimed at linear adjacency of 
concepts that belong together (ahman gudisATQJSJUPG(PESBUIFSUIBOahman þana 
weihan gudis lit. ‘spirit that holy of God’).
In (15) the copular verb is moved from post-position to pre-position to the 
adjective. There appears to be no obvious motive for this change, which goes against the 
pattern discussed with reference to examples (5) and (13). As with example (14), Latin 
influence is ruled out by the fact that the linearisation of the Latin version matches 
the Greek model (utilis est lit. ‘beneficial is’). Based on the evidence of the verse, the 
only conceivable explanation for the change in Gothic is harmonisation of the second 
mention of ‘is useful’ with the linearisation of the first one. The rhetorical nature of 
both of the above verses, with the direct address of (14) and rhetorical repetition of 
(15), may have been amongst the circumstances that conduced to changes in their 
linear structure.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the assumption that a translation, however literal, can serve as a valuable 
source of information on the properties of the target language, in this paper I set out 
to compare aspects of the linear structure of Gothic against the background of the 
Greek model. More specifically, I performed a basic classification of the how adjectives 
in Gothic deviate from the ways in which they are realised in the source text(s). Of 
the 2,056 examples examined, 1,636 match the Greek, which amounts to 80% of the 
total, with 420 examples (20%) departing from the model in one of the above ways.
Although the share of deviations is substantial, the figure of 20% is not meaningful 
in and of itself, because much depends on the type of deviation at issue. Most of the 
deviations have to do with different grammatical material used in the Greek version to 
represent what Gothic renders by means of an adjective. The difference in material may 
or may not entail a difference in syntactic function or relations. The least controversial 
type of deviation is the one illustrated in examples (1)–(3), where Gothic adjectives are 
matched by a participle, a noun and a pronoun in the Greek version, with no impact on the 
element’s syntactic role within the clause or phrase. As noted above, this type of deviation 
refers to trivial differences of lexical distribution between languages: what is a noun or an 
adjective in one language need not be realised as the same word class in another.
Occasionally, the use of different grammatical material involves a change 
in syntactic relations, as illustrated in (4) –(11). Regrettably, most of the patterns 
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illustrated do not seem to supply a window of inference into the idiom of Gothic 
syntax owing to the principle of structural equivalence carefully observed in the 
Gothic translation: formal deviations are tolerated within the slot assigned for a given 
word, every effort being made not to stray from the linear structure of the original. 
In particular, the change in syntactic relations illustrated in examples (5)–(11) has no 
effect on the relative ordering of the elements, which matches that of the Greek model. 
This evidence confirms, yet again, that the strategy underlying the Gothic translation 
technique had the lemma as its main focus: “The unit of translation was the word, and 
what subjectivity of treatment the Goth allowed himself was thus confined, in the main, 
to individual renderings” (Friedrichsen 1926, 246). The only exception is example (4), 
where the use of different grammatical material combines with an innovated copula, 
supplying an inference into aspects of Gothic verb syntax. The authenticity of this find 
is further confirmed by the evidence of lexical innovations and changes in word order, 
as illustrated in (13) and (15).
Syntactically, the most informative types of deviation are lexical innovations 
and changes in word order, as shown in (12) and (14). Similar to the above, they are 
effected within the slot assigned to the corresponding element(s) in the Greek model. 
However, the difference is that the adjective can be innovated on either side of the 
noun being rendered, the translator being unconstrained  by the linearisation of the 
original. The same assumption of idiomaticity applies to instances of change in word 
order, where the translator departs from the linearisation of the original in favour of the 
idiom of the target language. The scarcity of these examples, however, does not permit 
sweeping conclusions and calls for a large-scale study of Gothic linearisation aimed at 
a statistically better informed judgment.7
That the early Latin translation(s) of the Bible had some degree of influence on 
the Gothic translation has always been known.8 In order to allow for the possibility of 
Latin influence, the above discussion makes references to instances of Gothic deviations 
matching the Latin version of the Bible. However, as has been noted, there is no reason 
to assume, where the Gothic and Latin versions deviate from the Greek in similar ways, 
7 The few extant studies of Gothic linearisation (e.g. Koppitz 1900, Lenk 1910, Cuendet 1929, 
Smith 1971) suffer from a combination of limited or selective sampling of data and incorrect or 
limited comparative discussion; full-scale and methodologically adequate comparative studies of 
Gothic linearisation are nonexistent.
8 For a discussion of Latin influence on the Gothic text, see Friedrichsen (1926, 169–211; 1939, 
172–231; 1961, 66–89), Burton (2002), Falluomini (2015, 105–114), Miller (2018) and the refe-
rences there. For arguments against wholesale assumption of Latin influence, see Ratkus (2018).
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that the deviations are not independent of each other. This reasoning applies equally to 
differences in material, lexical innovations and differences in word order.
Finally, it is perhaps unnecessary to say that Bennett’s (1980) and Peeters’s 
(1985) irreconcilable approaches to Gothic comparative studies, as discussed above, 
each represent an extreme point on a continuum ranging from the Gothic text being 
syntactically vacuous to fully idiomatic. Although it is evident that Gothic follows 
the Greek model very closely, the considerable overlap between the original and the 
translation is a measure of the limits to which the possibilities in the target language can 
be pushed. In other words, the Gothic text faithfully following the Greek model conflates 
what was truly idiomatic with what was marginally acceptable. Any statistically well-
supported patterns of innovation and deviation from the Greek model likely represent 
native properties of Gothic that go beyond the limits of what was marginally acceptable. 
The result is an aggregate of linguistic patterns that cannot be easily teased apart in a 
linguistic description and each of which must be addressed on a case by case basis.
Thus, although it would perhaps be correct to assume that a native speaker of 
Gothic would have, for the most part, had no trouble understanding the word-for-
word Gothic translation of the Bible,9 it does not automatically follow that it is a 
fully authentic and linguistically adequate sample of the language (cf. Stutz 1966, 48; 
Falluomini 2015, 67). Nor does this mean, however, that the Gothic translation is 
unusable as a source of evidence on Gothic syntax.
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LINIJINIŲ  ATITIKMENŲ  MODELIAI  GOTŲ  BIBLIJOS VERTIME:  
BŪDVARDŽ IO ATVEJIS
ARTRAS RATKUS
S a n t r a u k a
Straipsnyje tyrinėjama takoskyra tarp pažodiškumo ir kalbos autentiškumo gotų Biblijos vertime. 
Lyginama būdvardžių realizacija gotų tekstuose su jų graikiškaisiais atitikmenimis Biblijos originale. Nors 
gotų Biblijoje labai nuosekliai siekiama atkartoti graikiškojo modelio linijiškumą, tam tikrais atvejais 
gotiškasis tekstas nukrypsta nuo originalo. Nagrinėjamu atveju daugelis nuokrypių susiję su naudojamos 
gramatinės medžiagos, funkcijos arba žodžių tvarkos skirtumais. Tikėtina, kad atvejai, kai gotų tekste 
pavartojami žodžiai, nepaliudyti graikiškajame originale, arba keičiama žodžių tvarka, nurodo į autentišką 
gotų kalbos vartoseną. Straipsnyje argumentuojama, kad gotų Biblijos tekstą sudaro autentiškos ir ribinės 
kalbos vartosenos mišinys.
